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i just released magicpicker 2.2: an update to its colour-picking tool for photoshop and illustrator. the plugin, used by artists at disney, marvel and
blizzard, adds a traditional colour wheel to its host applications interface. magicpicker 3.0 has been released. this version adds new ui modes to

photoshop, you can now use it as a hud color picker that sticks to your keyboard shortcut (or pen button). press the shortcut to show the panel, and
release to hide! you can use all power of magicpicker including color temperature wheel, color schemes etc. in this mode! anastasiy has released

magicpicker 4.0: an update to its colour-picking tool for photoshop and illustrator. the plugin, used by artists at disney, marvel and blizzard, adds a
traditional colour wheel to its host applications interface. i also recently acquired a new color wheel for photoshop that i adore! its anastasiys

magicpicker color wheel. ive tried several color wheel plugins for photoshop, and his is far and away the best one. its much faster than the other two
ive tried and i am very happy i have it now. it noticeably speeds up my workflow in photoshop when i use it, and feels very natural. i avoided using
photoshop for drawing before learning there even were color wheel plugins, actually, because it just wasnt as much fun or intuitive to use as paint

tool sais or painters color wheels. magicpicker 7.1 introduces new ui mode to photoshop, you can now use it as a hud color picker that sticks to your
keyboard shortcut (or pen button).press the shortcut to show the panel, and release to hide! you can use all power of magicpicker including color

temperature wheel, color schemes etc. in this mode!
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lucky users who already have adobe creative cloud subscription, can use the new
update of magicpicker 7.1 with no worries, th cc 2015 (adobe creative cloud 2015)
doesn't require users to reinstall or upgrade to any new version of adobe extension
manager. the plugin should b updaed along with the new cc 2015 adobes version.
the plugin is set to compatibility mode with adobe extension manager cc but users
who wont be able to update their old version of adobe extension manager cc will
need to update it manually. whilst the new release of magicpicker 7.1 should b

compatible with cc 2015, th cc 2015 (adobe creative cloud 2015) doesn't require
users to reinstall or upgrade to any new version of adobe extension manager. the
plugin should b updaed along with the new cc 2015 adobes version. the plugin is

set to compatibility mode with adobe extension manager cc but users who wont be
able to update their old version of adobe extension manager cc will need to update
it manually. while the new release of magicpicker 7.1 should b compatible with cc
2015, the cc 2015 (adobe creative cloud 2015) doesnt require users to reinstall or

upgrade to any new version of adobe extension manager. the plugin should b
updaed along with the new cc 2015 adobes version. the plugin is set to

compatibility mode with adobe extension manager cc but users who wont be able
to update their old version of adobe extension manager cc will need to update it

manually. 5ec8ef588b
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